
Introduction

● Debian is one of the major GNU/Linux 
distributions, focused on software freedom and 
technical excellence

● Debian aims to be “The Universal OS”
● The main distribution is all-encompassing, 

generalist and unfocused. It is big.
● Sub-distributions provide narrower focus 

through customization, package selection and 
tighter integration



Printing and Debian

● Universal solutions that can potentially work in 
diverse scenarios are what we care about

● Debian cannot be a CUPS-only shop, because 
people still like LPRng and even use BSD lpr 
for example

● Debian sub-distributions might care only about 
CUPS, though (and this is good). Desktop-
aimed sub-distributions are likely to do exactly 
that in fact



Debian packaging

● Debian-printing packaging teams have varying 
degrees of involvement with upstream, often 
quite high. We like to be in the loop

● Package maintainers work in small teams or 
alone, coordination is done through debian-
printing@lists.debian.org and Debian policy



PPD i18n / l10n

● Localization and internationalization are critical 
for a large part of Debian users. We want it 
done properly, first and foremost

● Localized PPDs must work also on multi-user 
scenarios, not only single-user, single-language 
workstation

● Size concerns suggest using i18n- and l10n-
aware PPD generators



A FHS for PPDs?

● Easy to do inside Debian, but we'd all be better 
off if all distributions followed basically the 
same standard, so please join the effort

● Ongoing work within Debian: 
http://wiki.debian.org/PpdFileStructureSpecification

● We'd like to have it on the LSB when ready
● Must be i18n/l10n friendly, multi-user desktop 

and server friendly, packaging friendly



Fax/batch job handling

● Proper fax support should be done through 
meta-data passing down the chain: job option / 
PPD field => spooler => driver => device

● Good fax support demands user-friendly 
batching of jobs (send a number of different 
jobs as a single one)

● Automated cover-pages are interesting
● Batching and meta-data are useful for other 

scenarios too



D-BUS like messaging

● Long-lived advanced drivers like HPLIP can do 
a lot more than just pushing jobs to the printer

● A standard control interface would allow 
drivers, CUPS, other spoolers and GUI front-
ends to communicate the status of a device and 
interact with it in real-time

● It can help hot-plugging auto-setup too


